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Absttilt

This paper brings to-first fruition an analytic schema based on four. elements.

These involve a conception of skills independent of particular testing devices:

the development and application of class of statistical models incorporating

qualitative definitions of skill, distorted in item response by errors con-
,

ceived as misclassifications; a critique and reformation of the concept of

test validity--making more concrete and specific the implications of invalidity;

and an integration and fusion of these concepts which allows meaningful em-

pirical analyses of item response c1& a. We believe that this conception/model

willz2Airfbute to the clarification of previously intractable technical and

policy issues in the testing field.
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1. . The Test Scene: Standards of Perforrance, Test Instruments, and

Educational Assessment

Historically, the purpose of educational and psychological test instrument&

has been to ground decisions about individuals; mainly.to sort individuals

into group of relatiNtel), homogeneous intelligence, ability,-performance,
a

or achievement. The use of achievement tests for program or system evalua-

. 'tion is relatively new. It has been strongly advocated only during tore last

decade. Accordingly, tests that were originally designed to compare and

sort individuals, such as standardized achievement tests,have been and are

currently also wit ely used in the-evaluation of educational programs and

systems.. Increasingly widespread state 'testing programs commonly use stan-

dardized tests fon assessing pupil performance statewide and at district

levels, but often they also provide test score information to schools and

teachers about their pupils so as to ease and improve local decisions aboiit

pupil instruction.

* ,

Standardized, norm-referenced tests, Primarily designed to position pupils re-

lative to one another and to typical performance levels ("norm" distributions)

on an achievement continuum, are still the most common test, type in '

both for such individual assessments and for prograM or school system evalu-

6

-1
ation. This type of test, almost exc4usively, is also used to predict future

performance,of individuals.

!Colleg/e entrance examinations, such as the Scholastic Aptitude'Test.(SAT),

general aptitude batteries, and standardized intelligence tests are .among lie

V



most common, if problematic, devices for such individual performance pre-

dictions. These norm-refeced tests have severe shortcomings, hoOever.

With growing concern about educational goals, their accomplishment through .

specific programs, and the assessment of their attainment by individuals,

'displeasure with norm-referenced tests has increased. Dissatisfactions have

arisen because these tests do not address specific, defined goals and objec-

tives and their mastery by individuals.

Objective-, doma -, and criterion-referenced tests', all of which foous on

specific content, objectives, goals, and achievements to be reached, have

emerged. The development of such.tests was also impelled by the increasing '

resources, human and material, available to teachers, allowing then to

individualize instruction with respect to content and goals, which in turn.

necessitated individually tailorffi assessments of pupil achievement. A

third movement, born betcause of dissatisfaction with the achievements of high

school graduates, has adjoined itself,and together they have compelled the

development of tests linked directly to educational goals. The need for mini-

mal performance standards for graduation'and promotion has promoted new test

types.

4

All of these evolvements have initially 'concentrated on the assessment of in-

dividuals, primarily within single classrooms. Objective- and domain-referenced

instruments are designed to'allow concrete specification of the goals of

measurement. oply current extension of objective- referenced testing beyond

the classrobm is attemptel_by the National Assessment of Educational Progress

and similar state testing programs. The National Assessment measures performance
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of knationwide sample of pupils in various content areas by means of for-

-.

mal specification of educational objectives. But their test reporting has

severe limitations: Theii repafts do not Nrmit, thus far, summarization

of,performance on test items into levels or patterns, allowing potential

comparisons to performance standards.

New purposes of testing require the rethinking and modification of old pro-

_

cedures. And r1eaningful use of educational test data for nationally or

regionally representative assessments of the proportions of individuals

meeting educationally relevant standards would demand combinations of exis-

ting concepts in new operational forms.

Criterion-reference tests have been constructed with narrow content ranges,

because of 'their use for instructional decisions about individuals in class-

rooms or courses. Standardized, norm-referenced tests cover broader ranges

of content, because of requisites for nationwide applicability and their less

frequerit administration to individuals, at most once or twice during a school

year. Objective referenced instruments, used in the National Assessment anci

intended for extensive evaluation of American education, encompass still wider

ranges of accomplishment within content areas. This breadth of,scope is made

possible by the absence of the usual requirement of accurate.measurement for

every individual.
A

So, if we are to use the concept of a standard or performance criterion for

more general purposes than individual assessment, new varieties of testing

"



- devices must be developed or important modifications of existing instruments

and procedures undertaken. Thus, either criterion-referenced test44hind the

standards they assume nee) ,xtension to- broader, content areas without losing

the meaning of specifity of their criterion levels, or wider ranging tests

must be equipped with such standards in order to serve new purposes.

It is possible to set performance standards and compare them to performance

on tests which were 'lot specifically designed for that purpose. This is Surely

not the most desirable state of affairs, but maybe the wisest one at the begin-

ning when we are exploring the best ways to accomplish our new goal's. The

intent of this paper is, in fact, to use existing--nationally representative- -

standardized test dita to estimate the proportions of elementary school pupils i

in educationally meaningful performance categories.

2. Validity Reconsidered

Most yecent psychometric work on validity-related matters has focussed on the
lk

use of tests for selection decisions. This work has been strongly stimulated

by legal concerns about the fairness of selection Procedures; primarily those

used in the employment process. The focus d this research has not been on

' the nature of.the test themselves or the measurements deriving from them, but

on the social selection procedures that incorporate these tests. Thus, the im-

plications of the work for changes in the process relate only to the ways in

which the scores of individuals with different non-test characteristics are

incorporated into the criteria for selection, not to such issues as item content,

41,

item format, method of scoring, etc.
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As a general perspective, this orientation fragments the validpity concept,

--as testse used in different ways--and it forecloses whole classes of

questi-ons that relate to item and-teSt format, .content selection, scoring

and scaling. From our perspective, the new work does not focus on test

validity at all. It primarily is a conceptual frarieworcK.and'a, set of stan-

dards'for assessing the social worth of selectibn procedures incorporing,

any criteria that are (a) quantitative, and ( measured with error. Prob-

lematically,*it focusses primary attention on external criteria and-allows

those who should be forced to attend 'to important concerns ,about the validity

Of their devices to ignore them.

Almost all other psychometric research, until recently, has been focussed on

issue's of error and reliability rather than on bias and validity. The theo-

retical framework for the analysis of measurement errors bas become conceptually

sophisticated, elaborate and full of concrete detail. It has progressed to

0

the,point that primitive correlational indices.are no longer scientifically

respectableas having clear meaning and where the conceptual and 'analytic

frameworks for test items and responses to them are fully integrated with

those for test/scores.

On the other hand, the conceptual orientations tp validity of te5A are diffuse,

fragmented and fundamentally incomplete. The widely accepted rubric of "con-

struct validity" (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955) is abstractive enough so that it gives

k,little or no guidance in the choice of operational procedures or the allocation

of investigative resources. The decision-theoretic analysis of sele)on
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decisions (Cronbach & Gleser,, 1057), is not integrated in any fundamental fashion

with the construct framework. The recent heoreticaltrwork on selection bias builds .

onth& decision frame but again ignores the "construct" issue. In fact,

the whole issue of test "'bias " - -at its heart a phenomenon of differentraV

validity--has never been linked to the core theoretical concepts of validity.

Finally, in this area, the frameworks for item assessment have never been

fundamentally integrated with those for tests. Thus, "item bias has no bearing.

ono test biai" and ",content validity," which, at the operational level, seemsto

mean the sampling or selection processes for the items which make up the test,

has no relational to test validity, which at the operational level, seems to

mean a relation to a single external criterion in the (implicit or explicit)

context of a selection decision. The fact these non-overlapping processes can

be tenuously linked via the vagaries'of "constpuct validity" does not imply

that they could actually be integrated.

Inherently, the notion'of test validity must rest on two conceptions: (a) that

which a test ought to measure.and'(b) that which a test does measure. It is

the discrepancies between the two, somehow defined, that bear on validity.

Central theoretical and practical problems for psychometrics are (1) the mode

oilspecification of the ought and (2) the form of expression of the discrepancy.

Recent disclpions of the validity concept in the psychometric literature

{Cronbach, 1971; 1980) have fOcussed on. the ward interpretation as'tPhe entity

which is validated. However, 4.central interpretation of "interpretation" has,

at least siaice Cronbach and Meehl (1955)? centered on the idea of a de)finik.ion

or theoretical conception of what is intended to be measured theconstrUct")
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--our oughf:. The! problem with the specification of the ought is'that, if )it

A. a

loccurs at all in the actual world of test,construction-7beyond an undefined
4/

i-abel--itfVfonnulrated in as that make diffitult to separate valid from

invalid/Components of themeasurement'S.,.--r

Crohbach (197l). gives a salient example of a sq(cification of an intent of

-measurement whiCh highlights this issue of separation:

.

Consider further reading comprehension as a trait

construct. Suppose that the test presentspusa-
graphs each followed by multiple- choice queslons.

The paragraphs obviously call for reading and
presumably contain the informationpeeded to answer's

the questions. Can a question about What the test

measures artse? It can, if any Conterinterpre-

'tation may reasonably be advanced. Here are a few

counterhypotheses (Vernon, 1962):,,

1.- The 'test is given with a time limit.' . Speed of

reading mayacontribute appreciably to the score. The

publisher Maims that the time licit is generous.
But is it?

2. These paragraphs seem abstract and full. Perhaps

able readers who have little motivation for academic

\\, work makalittle effort and therefore earn Tow scores.

:3. The questions seem to call only for
t

recall of

facts presented in simple sentenpes. One watts tolf
measure ability to comprehend at a higher level than

Word recognition and recall.
111G

4. Uncommon words appear in thil Paragraphs. Is the

score more a measure of vocabulary than of reading
comprehension?

'5. Do the students who earn good scores really demon-
strate superidr reading or only a superior test-taking

strategy? perhaps-the way to earn a good score is to
read the questions first and look up the answers in

the paragraph.
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6. Perhaps this is d test of.information in which a

well-informed student can give god responses without
reading the paragraphs at all.

These miscellaneous challenges express fragments of a

definition or theoretical concep't'ion of reading compre-

hensipn that, if stated.e,plicitly, might begin: "The

student considered superior in reading comprehension is

one whiT,,if acquainted with the words in'a paragraph,

will be able to derive from the wragraph-the 'same
'conclusions that other educated readers, previously
uninformed on the subject of-the paragraph, derive."
Just, this one sentence separates superior vocabulary,
reading speed, information, and other counterhypotheses

from the construct, reading comprehension. The con-

struct is not identified with the whole complex practi-
cal 'task of reading, where information and vocabulary
surely contribute tomiuccess. A distinctive, separate

skill is hypothesize7. (pp. 463-464) ".

Cronbaeh's,example implies several things in this context. First, it makes

clear that reading comprehension as an intent of measurement is not all

'things to all persons; it is not speed, vocabulary, test-wiseness, or prior

information, regardless of whether these "construqs" contribute to success

on test' task itself, other tasks given contemporaneously, or future tasks.*

f. If we_take this f and realize that such sources of invalidity in the

assessment,of e comprehension are (a) themselves valid intents of

measurement -with other instruments and are (b) irremovable sources of variation

inIest performance for many "constructs"
1 then two further implications flow

-'
--the problem of, test validation, whether focussed on

the notion of "interpretation" or not, cannot bip

shifted entirely to an analysis of test use, and that

1

E.g., vocabulary knowledge is a logical prerequisite for appropriate perform-.

ance On comprehension test tasks. Although variation in performance due to

differences in vocabula'ry can be suppressed by experimental training or ;

'se}ectiop of tommoh words, it cannot be removed'as a source of extraneous

(invalid) variation in practical test situations.
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--the labeling of the twit or the descHption of what

it is intended to measure must be sufficiently precise

to allow
t the.separation 'of components of invalidity

.from valid variations in performance.

Also, wiimust note that these sources of invalidity are ofteripbsitively re-

.lated to the characteristic that is the intent of me4surement. Thus, in

4 -

the Cronbach example, those who have the skPls necessary for "comprehensibn"

of passage content or derivation of correct conclusions, given adequate

\vocabulary, will also be more likely to have previously acquired that vocabu-

lary knowledge:

Our ongoinqoprogram of research, of-which this-study is a part, is fundamentally

affected by these issues. For example, a "reading comprehension" test might

produce scores which strongly correlate with vocabulary knowledge for several

djstinguishable reasons:

--those individualS who have good comprehension skills

a

also generally have extensive vocabulary knowledge

and vice versa, i.e., reading comprehension skill(s)

is (are) highly correlated with vocabulary knowledge and

(a) the test primarily measures reading comprehension or

(b) the test primarily ("sures vocabulary .knowledge

--those individuals who hale good comprehension skills

do not necessarily have extensive vocabulary knowledge,

i.e., reading comprehension and vocabulary knowledge are

not highly correlated and

(c) the-test primarily measures vocabulary knowledge.

15
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If someone were t use the test for a predictive purpose where, at least

on The surface, the test label was not considered of basic importance)

that person might be inconcerned about whiChof these were actually the case.

However, if one'Wtre engged in placement of individuals in remediation

programs in reading one might hot be concerned about (a) or (b) but (c)

would be troublesome. And if one were evaluating a \eurriculum which might

charge the relation' between reading comprehension and 40cabulary knowledge

or engaging in a national social assessment of reading comprehension'abilities

'tikn only (a) would 4nstitute a satisfictory state of affairs.

As this study is focussed on the latter issue--social assessment of competencies

is reading comprehension for a national populationthese validity issues are

critical. In order to generalg valid estimates of the proportion of individuals,

nationally, possessing specific levels of reading skill, we must be able to

remove variations*and biases deriving from other, distinct, characteristics --

whether they be vogabulary k'nowledge.or test-wiseness.

3. Valid and Meaningful National Estimates of Reading Comprehension Skill

At ,an earlier stage of this project, Haertel (1980) conducted a study of stan-

dardized reading comprehension, tests using Abe national samples of response

. data. Three of those saTples are here analyzed along with three additional

ones. In the earlier study Haertel attempted to differentiate among a set

of distinctively defined s ills based on a linguistic analysis of the reading

4 compyhension test tasks. These skilIi were defined so that each test item

jrequired a.specif et of the skills. An item respAse model was formu-

lated so that individuals were assumed to belong to either a group possessing

4
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all of the skills in the subset-,the "can solve" group--or a group not po-:

ssessing all of those skill$,--the "cannot solve" group. Individuals, ipithese

'44

two categories were not assumed to respond uniformly with correct and in-

correct answers, respectively. Instead, non-matching responses were.allowed

to occur, with specific probabilities -so- called false negatiVes and false

positives. Statistical analyses of the response data using the model then ere',-
r

0

lielded estimates of two distinctive types of quantities

.

a) proportions or numbers of individuals with various

combinations of skills ("latent state probabilities")

and

b) proportions of mismatching responses deriving from

each item ("misclassification probabilities').-

The major findi/i-igs of the research were that

a) the modelcfit the data extremely well--extensive

exploration of potential lack of fit resulted in

no evidence of systematic deviat'lons and'the analyses

showed that the modelt were at least as adequate as

previous psychometric models with more parameters.

46) The reading comprehension tests analyzed were not

. sen'sitive enough to allow differentiation of subskills

the models fit the data well with only one

generic skflil specified for each test level. Thus,

a nngle common dichotomy (can and cannot solve) was

I t



sufficientlto account for differences *in the
4N.

reading comprehension skills assessed by all

items in a test at a specific level.

Thest results led us to two conclusions:

1. Standardized reading comprehension tests may not

have the discriminating power attributed to them by

those who focus primaril on available reliability

coefficients. I.e., if, as discussed above, .such

tests can only grossfy'discriminate between two gross

skill categories, then there must be large elements of

.the'reliable variance in such tests which are invalid,

and

2. 'I4such invalid component are actually "stripped

off". by the models used, then pe'rhaps analyses could be

conducted which would yield valid and meaningful national

s

estimates of reading comprehension skills, defined at

least in the, broad terms corr ponding to the test levels.

In the study reported in this paper,'we implerent the methodology and the

conceptual .framework' applied by Haertel (198C) using six nationally repre-

sentative samples of elementary school pupils--one for each of grades one

through six. for these samples we estimate,

a) the proportions of individuals in each grade at

parlicular skill levels, and

b) fhe proportions of matching and mismatching responses

for each item at each grade level.
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Because the tests used at, ch grade level were repeated at adjacPnt levels,

10
we are then*able to trace nges in, the proportion0s of skilled individuals,

over 'grades and observe systematic modifications in validity G442the observed

respOses.

4. Study Design: Model, Data, Analysis_ --------

4.1. The Model: Latept,-&-tsafes: Latent Responses, and Misclassifications-

If students' responses to items reflected only the skills they(possessed and

the skills the items required, t wou s ;: p. sible to establ)sn just which

patterns of responses to a set of items sh.p.0 occur, and which should not.

For any combination of skills possessed, items equiring these stills (or

some of them) and no others would be answered correctly, and items requiring

'skills not possessed would.be answered incorrectly. Only a small number of

the possible respOnse patterns would be expected to'occur. For example,

for five items involving only three skills, there are 32 possible patterns
,

of correct and incorrect responses, but only 8 possible patterns of presence.

and abtence of skills. Thus, if each combination of skills possessed deter-

mined a specific pattern of correct and incorrect item responses, at most 8 .

of the 32 possible response patterns would be expected to occur. If hypo-
.

thpsized skill hierarchies ruled out some of the 8 skill combinations, even

---

fewer than 8 item response patterns would be expected. Of course,'an item's

predicted skill requirements do not completely determine which students will

get it right. Each item also entails unique,processes, not represented by

its skill requir?rnents. Moreover, carelessness, lapses of attention, errorsc

in recording a response, etc. may lead to incorrect responses by students

.1

wno,possess all the skills,an item requires, while suvessful guessing or
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elimination of d'istractors may lead to correct retponses by students lack-
.

-ing one or more requisite skills. In summary, students' responses to test

items ore.imperfect indicators pf the skills they possess and the skills

items require. Students' possessing the requisite 'skills for an item may

give incorrect, "false negative" responses, while students lacking one or

more of the skills an item requires will sometimes give correct,'"false

positive" responset.

The method used in this study for tile validation of skills and their relation-
.

ships explicitly accounts for these imperfectionse The actual responses

students mark on their answer sheets are termed "manifest responses,' and

.
.

are distinguished from a hypothetical set of
..

"latent responses" reflecting

. .

only the skills items require and students possess. The pattern of latent

responses shows which items would be answered correctly if false positives

and false negatives never occurred. -There-is a set of latent responses for
r

each permissible skill combinatiop. Thus, all students possessing a given

'combination of skills have the samq latentwresponses. They are said to con-

form to the same latent. state: examining any set of items, the possible

latent states and the latent response pattern for each state are derived .

prior to the computer analysis, solely on the basis of hypothesized hierarchies

among skills, and the different items' skill requirements. Often, for'stu-

-dents conforming to a given latent state (i.e., possessing a given combination

of skills) the most likely manifest response pattern is the Same as thelatent

response pattern for that state. Manifest respoOse patterns differing for

only one item from the latent response pattern are usually less likely, mani-
.

now

4
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fest patterns differing for two items are sti11 less likely, etc. Each

discrepancy between latent and manifest responsd patterns, either a false

positive or a false negative, is.termed a misclassification. Full details

1

on this class of models is given in Appendix A.

The mathematical and statistical pro.cedures used in this study--maximum

likelihood methods--yield numerical estimates of the probabilities of each

possible t sor or each item. Since every manifest response to

an item is either a correct classificatio4 n or a misclassification, the

probability of a correct classification (a manifest response matching the

latent response to an item) can be calculated as one minus the misclassifi-

cation robability.2

.
At the same time as it generates estimate

)

of misclassification probabilities,

the mathematical procedure produces estimates of the proportion of the stu-

dents in each latent state. These are referred to as estimates of structural

parameters. Every student is assumed to possess one oftthe permissible com-

obinations of skills, i.e., conform to one of the latent states. Therefore,'

the sum of the proportions in all of the latent states equals one. The

statistical procedures usecien this study to estimate Ine parameters and assess

the precision of the estimates are fully described in Appendix B.

/21n reporting the results of all analyses, a "true positive rate" and ,a "false

pOsitive rate" are given for each item. The true positive rate is the pro-

bability of a "correct" manifest response, given that the latent response is

"correct." This is one minus the item's false negative misclassifitation

eobability. The false positive rate is the probability of a "correct" mjni-

fest response, given that the latent response is "incorrect," i.e., the

tem's false positive misclassification probability.

2 ,
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4.2. The Data: Sample and Testing Design

This reoarcfr required dala from.a large sample of elementary school children.

Not only are the maximum likelihood methods used based on large-sample theory,

but in addition, to obtain stable estimates of population proportions for the

4, many response patterns which can occur' across even a few 'items, numerous

F

respondents are needed. In addition to having many respondents, it is de-

sirable to have a lirge pool of test items from which to draw. ThiS-facili-

tates item modeling by providing more small sets of items which vary systema-
.

tically in their skill requirements/ Finally, the data used in this research

represent well-defined populations, so that estimates of population parameters

and their standard errors can be meaningfully interpreted.

The SustAining Effects Study, carried out by System Development Corporation,

included the collection of achievement test data from a large nationally

representative sample of pupils in grades one through six. Data were collected

in fall of 1976 usin tests of'vocabulary, reading comprehension, mathematics

concepts, and mathematics computation. The sampling design and procedures

employed in this extensive data col4ection are descaiped in Sustaining Effects

Study Technical Report Number I (Hoepfner, Wellisch, and Zagorsk,1977). For

a representative subsample, The Participation Study, of the same pupils, Decima

Research collected extensive, detailed information on home background and

economic status (Breglio, Hinckley, and Beal, 1978). The population and sample

definitions for this data base are given in display 4.1.

2
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,Display 4.1. Population'and Sample. Design

Population: All 20,881,979 public elementary school pupils enrolled in

grades 1 through 6 in the 50 United States, during the
1976-77 school year (62,534 schools }.

Sample Design: 2-stage, stratified random cluster sample, implemented with

replacement schools to adjust for non-cooperation.

Strata: 10 Federal districts

A3 LEA Sizes,

x3 LEA Poverty levels

Yields: 90 Strata

- 6 Strata without schools
MID

Yields: 84 Strata

Clusters: 3 schools per stratum

Yields: 252 schools = 84 strata times 3 schools per stratum

10 lost without substitution

Yields: 242 schools

Units: 18,000 pupils

362 lost or moved

Yields: 17,368 pupils

Yields: 17,366 pupils on final data file

2

t
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The Sustaining Effects/Participation Study provides data on the reading cam-
,

prehension scales of the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) form S,

at levels A (grade 1) through 3 (grade 6). -These tests were given, in pairs,

at-each grle,level. Each test level and the grades at which it was given

a exhibited to Display 4.2.,

As discussed in theas.ection on th.e problem of design effects (Appendix B),"

the theory on which the chi-square test and asymptotic standar are

. based requires a simple random sample fr=om the population. Data from the

Sustaining Effects Study, however, represents a stratified cluster sample.

In this study, a universe of schools was first defined, and all schools in

the universe were divided into strata according to size, location and other

demographic characteristics. For the Sustaining Effects Study, the universe

included public schools with,some of grads 1 through 6. Once strata were

defined, same schools were randomly sam d within each stratum, and the

students tested were all ,clustered within these selected schools. In the

Sustaining Effects Study, students were randomly sampled within schools, and

the number tested was determined by the school's size.
0

A preliminary analysis was conducted to estimate the effective sample size.

Tile fifth grade Was chosen far this analysis, and four representative items

were selected from the level 1 test. Each fifth grade student's response

pattern across these four items was tabulated, and the variance of estimated ,

proportions in each of the 16 response categories was computed using the ultimate

cluSter.estimate of the rel-variance for ratios (Hansen, Hurwitz, & Madow,

1953: pp. 316-321). To obtain the standard error of each estimate, the sqtare
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Display 4.2. Test Form and Leve3.5 Admini5tered and Sample Sizes, by Grade

Test: CTIBS Form S - Reading Comprehension including Sound Matching)

'Levels and Their Characteristics

Level Title

No. of No. of Sentences/ Response options

Passages Items Pl'ssages per item

A Sound Matching d 28 3

i7t

B Reading Comprehension 24 24' .1.4 3

C Read., Comprehension: Passages 6 18 7.8 4

1 Reading Comprehension 7 45 9.1 4

2 Reading Comprehension 7 45 11.9 4

3 ReadingConrrehension 7 ''. 45 11.4 4

Level/Grade Match. and Sample Sizes

Grade

Level o

Before edit

Sample Size
EffectiveBelow Grade Level At Grade revel After edit

1 A B 3103 2598 799

2 B C
/

2750 2188 . 884.

3 C 1 2753 2395 986

4 1 2 '-' 2638 2327 919

5 1 2 2737 2520 1005

47
6 2 3 3385 3017 1127

25

4

P
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root of the rei-variance was multiplied by the estimated proportion. In a.

simple random sample; the standard error of a proportion, p, is simply the

square root of p times one minus p, divided by the sample size. Using -

this formula, the effective sample size could be computed for the estimate

of each proportion by deteeMining the size of the simplerandom sample which

would yield the same standard error as that actually obtained. To arrive at

a single estimate of the..effective sample size for use in the Study, the

harmonic mean of the 16 effective sample sizes was computed, weighting each

according to the corresponding estimate&proportion. Once the grade 5
4

effective sample size was obtained, effective sample sizes for other grades

were estimated by calculating the size of a simple random sample which w>04.,L

yield tne obtained standard error, given the obtained standard deviatidn.

N
Since the ratio of the actual 'sample siA to the Obtained sample size`sbould

be *relatively invariant across grade levels, effective sample sizes for the

grades could then be estimated using the fifth grade effective sample size,

the fifth grade actual sample size, and the actual sample size at the other

grade levels (Display 4.2).

PI**

4.3. The Analysis: Item Selection and Model Specification

In designirig the analyses, we selected a series of items from each test-level.

'''The CTBS-Forms test levels chosen for analysis were: B; 4..A, 2. Within
4

each level, we chose three items tinder the ,constraint that each relate to a

different reading passage.3 Thus, a total of 12 items were originally selected

3Haertel, in the earlier study (1980), fouriO that selecting more than one item

relating to the same reading passage resulted in dependencies Which distorted

the gener'ality of the shill, defining it in a passagecdependent context,

fixing vocable-ary and other passage characteristics.

g

?t)
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4
from the four test levels. Additionally,-a set of 12 items weGe indepen-

*

dently set iectedousing same constraints. In the following section, the
*

first Let is=referred.to as the "X-items" and the second set as the "Y-items."
I

The full specification of these items is given in Display 4.3.

7The two sets were then used to produce NO separate "chains of linked

analyses. The analyses were specified by fitting a two-state model--can solve

vs. cannot solve2-for each grade in 9hic only one test level was analyzed:

41-

(Grade 1 - level B And Grade 6 - level'2. For the other grades, three-stpte

model; were fitted. Display 4.2 specifies ,t* level combinations analyzed

in these grades.

S

The skill combinpn states specified for these latter analyses were formalized

as possession of (a) neither of the skills' corresponding to the'inalyzed test

level -(b) the. skill corresponding to the lower-level test, but not the upper-

level bne; and (c) the skills corresponding to both test levels.

The implications of these 5 tate definitions for misclaSsification proportions

are:

4

.fr

1)

State (a)--All correct responses,pre false positive and

all incorrect respOses are true negatives.

State (b;--All corre responses to jtems on the lower

for are true positives while all incorrect responses to
411

.

these items are false negatives. All correct responses

to items on the higher form are false positives while all

2

I
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Display 4.3. Items and.Passages Selected for Analysis, by Test Level
. .

Level X-items Y-items

Item No.Risape No. Item No. Passage No.

1 1 2 1 .

4 4 6

15 15 7

C

1

2

U.

I

1 1 2 '1

6 2 15 3

18 4 16 4

1 1 11 2

16 3 18 3

29 5 28 5

6 2 13 3

14 3 21 4

33 6 26 5

t'N

tp.

4
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incorrect responses to these items are true nega-

tives.

State (c)--All correct responses are true positives

and all incorrect responses are false negatives.

The complet chain of X-item analyses over grade levels was then replicated

with the Y-items, producing twltern;te sets of estimates of the "latent

state" parameters (Display 4.4). Finally, a simple scaling model was used

to extend the estimates-of the proportions of individuals at each skill level

over all grade levels.

11

Display 4.4. Skill-Level ProportioirectlyEstimable, by Grade

Skill-Level Proportion

Grade

less than B less C less tharf 1 less than 2

2
* *

4
3

* *

4
* *

5
* *

6
*
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5. Grade Progression in Reading Skill: Tentative Assessments

This section displays and discusses the results of the statistical analyses

outlined in Section 4.3. It is organized into fourAubsections which focus,

in turn, on the fit of tie models, the estimates of Misclassification rates,

the changesover-grades in proportions of individuals possessing various levels

of reading skill, the precision of the grade-change estimates, and a prelim-

inary extension of those estimafese

5.1. The Models: How Well Do They Fit?

The empirical study which preceded this one (Haertel, 1980) strongly supported

the conclusion that standardized tests of reading comprehension--at least those

intended for elementary school pupilscan only'grossly differentiate the skill

',-

levels of such, pupils. In fact, using the class of statistical models that

care fittedhere, the earlier study found that distinctions beyond the dicho-

'tomy "can solve- cannot solve" were not attainable within a specific test level.

Thus, in Avestigating grade-level progressions in skill, the first issue to

resolve 'was whether distinct test levels required dis,tinct skills, or--more

accurately, -- whether the skill differences manifested between the test levels

were detectable with the sample sizes and methods used in this study.

1
Display 5.1. organizes and exhibits the evidence bearing on this issue. The

two states (can 'Solve- cannot solve) used earlier were ,fitted to the data from

pupils at grade levels 2, 3;'4, and 5. The three state models des'cribed in

Section 4.3. were also fitted to these data. The left hand columns of the

display exhibit the grade levels, test-level combinations, and item 'sets for
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display 5.1. CompTrisons of Two and Three Latent Stet; Models

Grade Levels. Item Set

2-state model
.

3-state model
,

difference sig.

. X2
..CLf

2
L_ 4f X

2_ qf

2 BC X 93.08 50' 34.15 49 58.93 1 .001
Y 80.32 50 39.26 49 41;06 1 4.001

3 Cl X 77.88 .50 54.03 49 23.85 1 4.001

* Y 68.24 50 36.07 49 32.17 1 .001

4 12 X 64.15 50 -58.23 49 5.92 1 ".015

Y 54.69 50 48.92 49 5.77 1 .016

5 12 X 44.57 50 42.02 49 V 55 1 n.s.

Y 39.77 50 35.45 49 A.32 1 ..05

A

I

I

w ich model's were fitted: The remainder of the table contains the likelihood ,

ratio chi-square values for the models, together with the difference between

them.
4 The letter statistic yields an assessment of the value of the third

A

state in explaining the responses of the individulls. Thus it informs us,about

whether, skill level differences are manifested, in a detectable form, between

the ,test levels.

The evidence clearly supports test level differences especially among the

earlier ones. And none of the thred-state models. display more than chance

1

levels of lack of fit. The two-state models clearly do not fit well for the

early grade levels, with the fit improving in higher grades. Thus, levels

4

The difference 7
2

is merely the difference in 7
2

values resulting from the

two estimation procedures. Under the hyp9thesis that the two=state model is

correct, it is distributed as (central) V with one degree of freedom.
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B and C manifest clearly distinctive skills. This is to be expected, as

thee test levels are quite different (Display 4.2). 'Level B contains only

one item per passage and ,each passage .averages only 1.4 sentences in length.

On the other hand, Level C was constructed with three items per passage and

the,passage lengths average almost -eight sentences. Clearly different

.
skill levels are required and they are amply manifestdd in the data.

Differences, likely smaller but still clear, are exhibited between Level C

and Level 1 as well. Such dffferentes, however, become difficult to detect

when we compare Levels 1 and 2. For the Fourth grade group, there is some

evidence but it is considerably weaker than at lower test levels and no evi-

dence of such distinctiveness is apparent at Fifth grade. In what follows,

we will maintain the Level 1-Le'vel 2 dnction but the proportion of in-

dividuals estimated to be in the Level 1--intermediate- -state is uniformly

small.

VI

All in all, there are no obvious. differences between the two item sets (X and Y)

in the ev4dente they provide and the Unree-state models all fit the data well.

5.2. Response Validty: Matches and Mismatches between Manifest Response

and Skill Level

, Rates of 1/41id correct.responses. Display 5.2 (A and C) exhibits estimates of

-

the rates at which individuals in the various grades,respond correctly to each

of the items
5 when they actuallApossss the reading skill appropriate to the

5

Note that there. are 30 item/grade-level combinatiOns for each item set.

4
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particular test level. Of considerable importance is the fact that all these

values (gxcept two) are estimated to be less than one. And the vast majority

of these'vialues are precisely enough estimated to be clearly distant from

one in fact. This implies that there is an appreciable probability that ail

individual possessing the. relevant skill will manifest an incnrect response.

Note, however, that all values but one exceed 0.5, which is surely a baseline

lof minimal validity, and also that of the thirty-six potential differences in.

parameter values across adjacent-grade levels, thirty-two display,Ncreases.
6

This implies that', for-particular items, factors which caOse skilled individuals

to respond Incorrectly diminish in their impact over grades.

. .'

Rates of invalid correct responses. Display 5.2 (B and D) also exhibits esti-
or

mates of the rates at which' dividuals :i t various grades respondcorrectly

IsC\s..tto each of the items when they a ual do ,not possess the reading skill apprb-

priate to the test level. I re simplified models of the response process,

these rates are termed "guessing" probabilities and are sometls "corrected"

via "formula" scoring. Note that forty-eight of the sixty estimates exceed

the-nominal '(equi-probable) "guessing" values.7 Note also that of the thirty-six

potential differences in parameter values across adjacent grade levels, thirty-

four display increases. This implies that,, for particular items, factors which-

6

Note that items from Levels 1 and 2 were repeated in three grades while those

from Levels B and C Were only repeated in two grades.

4

7

"Guessing" probabilities are usually estimated by the reciprocal of the number

4 of response options. Thus, the nominal values are 1/3 for Level B and 1/4 for

Levels C, 1, and 2 (Display 4.2).

i-

\
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Display 5.2.A Misclass'ification Parameter Estimates, by Item and Grade

true Positive- Set X Grade

Level Item 1 2 , 3 4 5

,0"

6

10-

0.976
0.858
0.758

6

B 1 1.000 0.999

4 0.757 0.998

15 0.734 0.983

C 1 0.960 0.994

6 0.922 0.967

18 .0.743 0.945

'
l

5 0.887 0.945 0.925

16 0.865 0.9*. 0.962

29 0.849 0.947 0.975

2 6 0..911F ,0.963

14 0.672 0.719

33
, 0.571 0.633

DRsplay 5.2.8, Misclassification ParametereEstimates, by Item'and Grade

Fale Positive,- Set X Grade

'Pvel :flam 2 3 5

0.280

0.507

0.654

0.678

15 0.360 0.442

111,

C 1 0.414 0.601

6 a 0.240 0.441

18 0.244 0.277

1 5 0.391 0..580

16 0.274 0.457

29 0.222 0.379

2 6 0.T93

14 0.214

33 0.318

IP

0.687

0.484

0.401

0.484 0.599

0.259 0.230

0.328 0.341
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a

Display 5.2.0 Misclassification
I*
Paxameter EstiMats, by Item and Grade

-True Positive - Set Y Grade

Level Item 1 2 3 4 5 6

B 2 0.842 0.983

6 1.000 0.999

7 0.612 0.999

2 0.898 0.970

15- 0.965 0.984

16 0.912 0.992

1 11 0.392 -0.502 0.517'

18 0.631 0.911 0.912

28 0.903 0.951 0.964
10

2 13 0.822 '0.835. 0.854

21 0.888 0.928 0.973

26 0.897 0.941 0.976

Display 5.2.D Misclassification

- Set Y

Parameter Estimates,

Grade

by Item and Grade

*False Positive

Level Item 1 2 3 4 5 6

B 2 0.373 0.592

6 0.344 0.635 e"---

7 0.319 0.507

C 2 0.303 0.423

15 0.439 0.562

16 0.246 40.396

11 0.220 0.230 0.238

18 0.243 0.331 0.407

28 0.351 0.471 0.520

2 13 0.455 0.441 0.448

21 0.307 0.394 0.356

26 0.296 0.381 0.497

3, S.
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cause unskilled indivjduals to respond correctly increase in their impact

over grades.

. I

Factors contributing to invalidity. It is instructive, to recall here the

threats to validity of reading comftehension inferences which Cronbach (1971)

took fdom Vernon (1962). Of the six threats which he summarized, three would

affect the rate of true positive responses and three the rate of false positive

responses. Those falling in the first category include: speed, motivation,

and vocabulary. If an individual possessed the requisite reading comprehension
)

ability but a) took lOnger to read and respond than the time alldWed, b) found

the material sufficiently foreign to_his experience or interest to try'hard,

or c) tiad insufficient vocabulary to exercise his comprehension skills, then

he might respond incorrectly. These factors, however, would have no impact on

the rate of false positive response.

On the other hand, recognition/recall, test-wisenes, or prior information would

have no impact on the rates of true positive responses. However, if a) the item

tested rcall or recognition rather than comprehension, b) the individual had

the skill to eliminate inappropri to response options without comprehending the
t

passagefor c) if he knew the answe ;without reading the passage, the unskilled

individual could attain a correct response at d rate above the base guessing

probability.

5.3. Grade Progressions! Direct Estimates, Precision, and Extensions

Estimates. The estimates of the proportions of individuals, within each grade,

who possess skills below each test level are given in Display 5.3. As the



Display 5.3. Estimates of Latent State Probabilities, by Grade and Item Set

Item Set Grade Cumulative Probability of.State

X

<F3, <C <1 <2

1 0.843

2 0.270 0.508

3 0.333 0.411

4 0.444 0.504

5 0.289 0.325

6 0.295

Y 1

2

3

4

5

6

0.789
0.314 0.481

- 0.274 0.489

0.498 0.555
- 0.345 0.391

0,263

test level/grade level matches were not complete, estimates are missing for

the 16wer test levels in the higher grades and vice versa. As the proportions

are cumulative, they increase over skill levels within a grade. These in-

creases result from the definition of the proportions and are not empirical

findings. The proportions decrease over grade levels for a particular skill

column. This is an empirical finding and signals the increase in the proportion

of those attaining particular skill levels over grades. The only exception to

this occurs between the first and seccond entries in the third column and these

differences are small and probably reflect the fact that the skills refleaed

in test levels 1 and 2 are difficult to distinguish (see Section 5.1.).

The corresponding values estimated from the two item, sets (X and Y) are approxi-

mately equal and the general findings are consistent and clear. The percentages

of individuals who possess tM4e most minimal comprehension skills (level B)
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increase from about 20 percent at the beginning of grade one
8

to about 70

percent at the beginning of grade 2. At higher skill levels (.level 1 or

above), the percentage of skilled individuals increases from about 25 percent

in grade three to ,substantially more than 70 percent by grade six.

Precision. Estimates of the variances and covariances
9
of the values given

in Display 5.3 are'exhibited in Displa15.4. These estimates are organized

by item set/and grade level. Because the grade-level samples are constituted

of different individuals, parameter estimates for distinct grade levels do

not covary. Thus, covariances are displayed for estimates pertaining to

common grade levels only. The Myst" and 'second" designations in the column

heading.yefer to the first and second entries iii the corresponding row of

Display 5.3.

Values of the first and sixth grade variances are larger than the other values

because two-state models were fitted to data deriving from only one test level.

*hen three-state models are fitted to data from two appropriate test levels,

individuals are more finely differentiated and standard errors of estimates

diminish even though estimates are unbiased, in either case, under the model.

This is akin to the increases in precision accompanying an analysis of covaria ce.

In the case of precision estimates, differences between item set-X values and

item set-Y values are real because-distinct item sets are differentially infor-

mative about the parameter values.

8
- .84 + 1. - .79)/2 .19]

9

These sampling variances and covariances are based on the effective sample

J.sizes rather than the actual ones and thus are adjusted for the sampling

design's effect on precision (see Appendix 13).
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Display 5.4. Estimated iariances and Covariances of Latent State
Probability Estimates*

Item Set Grade

Estimated Dispersions (X104)

first variance covariance second variance

X 1 210.629

2 5.083 2.297 7.125

3 3.662 2.634 4.523

4 7.352 4.979 8.974

5 6.274 4.312 7.623

6 26.276

1 33.160

2 2.083 0.971 2.227

3 2.056 1.619 7.622

4 3.297 1.838 2.726

5 3.041 1.751 2.629

6 7.251

*

These dispersions should be referred to the cumulative probabilities given

in Display 5.3. All values should be divided by 104.

Extensions. If data were available on the whole range of test levels for in-

dividuals in each grade, Display 5.3 could be extended to show how extensively

skills at each level were mastered by those in each grade. Display 5.3 exhibits

the results of an analysis which extended these values indirectly. This

4nalysis was performed by scaling the values in Display 5.3 according to a model

which assume
;)

d that the cumulatiA probabilities could be logistically transformed

so that the values resulting were an additive function of parameters represent-
.

ing grade and test level.
10

10

Formally, the cumulative probabilities were transformed via )14:= ln[p,./(1-pz:)]

and the model: 8
ij 1j

Aij =fr-F.c.; +kJ = 1,...,6,.j = 1,,4.

was a$5tmed. The original Xij are given iR Display C.1 (Append "C). The

baseline, grade, and test-level parameters are given in Display C.3. The

(continued on next page)

4
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Display 5.5. Fitted State Probabilities, by Grade and Item Set

State Probabilities

Item Set Graded LB B

X 1 0.843 0.094

2 0.270 0.238

3 0.152 0.181

4 0.153 0.183

5 0.082 0.117

6 0.072 0.045

1 0.789 0.094

2 0.314 0.167

3 0.157 0.117

4 0.162 0.119

5 0.092 0.078

6 0.053 0.049

C 1 2

0.023 0.007 0.033

0.112 0.047 0.333

0.108 0.051 0.508

0.108 --0.051 0.505

0.083 0.043 0.675
0.077 "0.041 0.705

0.067 '0.010 0.040

0.220 0.043 0.256

0.215, . 0.053 0.458

0.217 0.053 0.449

0.171 0.050 0.6.09

0.122 0.039 0.737

The entries in Display 5.5 should be treated with caution in tracing skill

gains as they are based on stringent assumptions about the uniformity of such

skill gains over grade levels. _They, however, do provide some baseline data

for future studies of skill acquisition.

6. Conclusions.

There are two-major rusts of this study. One relates to the discussion of

test validity updertaken Section 2. That discussion attempted to lay out

variances anapvariances of the logits are given in Display C.2. Estimates

were derived tY sequentially differencing the logits, beginning with grade 1

and averaging the sole pair of duplicated estimates. This "degree of freedom'

was also used to "test" the model, using values from Display C.2. Resulting

parameter estimates were used to reconstruct cumulative probabilities for all

table locations and these were di.fferenced to produce Display 5.4.

3
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O P.

41

4
the ground for a.reconception of validity bgsed explicitly orthe notions.

that tests have intents and that their characteristtds never completely

match those intents. The deduction from this specification was that what

tests are intended to measure oug ht to be defined in a fashion that is both

verbally and foriplly, independent of the test instrument. Only Such a

definitiolOill allow the use of the construct Nalidity notion in a produc-

tive fashltn, differentiating invalid from valid components of measurement,
111.

evjwhen they are related to one anotN6r.

Themethodology use andithe data sets to which it was applied permitted us
14

to explore (Haertel, 1980) and define analyses which came to empirically

-distinguish between reading comprehension and other, related, characteristics

which standardized tests of reading comprehension measure. The distinction

arrivedat is surely incomplete, but the results are surely provocative

enough to stimulate considerable-further work. Because of our ability to

00istinguish between parameters which related only to the reading comprehension

and other parameters which directly reflect components of in-

validqr,' and because these latter parameterkare further differentiated
.

with respect to the partidular variety of invalidity, we were able to trace

changes in the validity of the reading comprehension test scores over grade

levels. In doing this, we observed that some7components of invalidity de-

4 crease while others increase as the grade level, and thus the reading compre-

hension skill increases. We believe that the conceptual framework and the

modes of analysis used here wilbl eventually lead to a much more structural

and surely more accui.ate analysis of the validity of testiosuch a's those analyzed

-in this paper.

4

x4P
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The second major challenge taken up in this study was that of estimating

grade level changes in the reading comprehension skill attainment bf American

elementary school pupils. And we wished to do that in algshion which would

`separate the valid components of reading comprehension measured by the tests

rom related, but invalid, Components. We have done this. But how accurate

an aningftl are these-estimatW First, we are constrained by the tests

ih two distinct'fashions:

(1) the items on these tests do not allow refined

measurement of reading subskills actually ad-

dressed by them (Haertel, 1980), and

(2) these items may also miss major components of

the reading process which are rightly called

comprehension.

We do not view the former as problematic because we wished to address the

reading comprehension process at a more general and socially meaningful level.

.1W

<7
The latter may Fie more an issue im the 'ion), run t)ut we have no simple way

of addressing it in the context of this study. A third threat to the accu-

racy and meaningfulness of the estimates relates to the above discussion

concerning the components of imhalidity and the accuracy with"which the sta-

tistical procedures removes their influence on the comprehension estimates.

This issue is not fully resolvable in the absence of further work but we, are

encouraged by our results.

4 Finally, assuming that our conceptions and models--at least in outline--are

appropriately and correctly focused, what remains to be done? From our

1 ti
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perspective, at lest three lines of work have positive-value:

(1) further theoretical and empirical work which will

independently "validate" the'components of in-

%i'lidity which we believe we have "trapped" in Aur

misclassification parameters. E.g., relating in1'

dependent assessments of vocabulary knowledge to

the true positive rates and test- wiseness assess-

ments to the true negative ones;

(2) direct exploration of the implications of the models

and analysis of further data to fully articulate the

validities of existing tests and their consequences

for biases in the assessments of individuals in par-

ticular groups or with specific characteristics;

(3) application of the techniques to existing data sets

with More desirable characteristics in terms of item

selection, age levels, subpopulatlons, e.g., NAB'S data;

(4) the creation of new tests developed Ito minimize con-

tamination by the components of invalidity isolaied by

our techniques. 4

This paper brings to first fruition an analytic schema based on four elements.

These involve a conception of skills independent of particular testing devices:

the development and application of class of statistical models incorporating .

qualitative definitions of skill, distorted in item response by errorscon-

0
ceived as misclassifications; a critique and reformation of the concept of

40
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test validity -- making more concrete and specific the implications of in-

validity; and an integration and fusioe of these concepts which allows

meaningful empirical analyses of item response data. We believe that this

conception/Model will contribute to the clarification of previously intrat-

table'technical and policy issues in the testing field.

e

9
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Models for Qualitative Data With Misclassifications

A.1. Latent States

The skills explored here are each regarded as dichtomous. It is assumed that

with respect to each skill, students all belong to one of two categories:

those who possess the skill and those who do not. Of course, a student's

membership in one or the other category is not observable, but may be inferred

from his item responses. These inferences are always subject to error. Thus,

the two categories defined by each skill are said to be latent states, and

may only be inferred from the student's manifest responses.

When more'than one skill is considered at a time, each possible pattern of

present and absent skills gives rise to a distinct latent state. As an

example, consider two skills, A and B. These could give rise to four latent

tates: (1) lacks A lacks B, (2) lacks A had B, (3) has A lacks B, and (4)

has A has B. Every student would fall into one of these four patterns, and

would conform to exactly one latent state. Just as two skills yield four

latent states, three skills could give rise to eight latent states, four

skills to sixteen, and so forth.

In general, sobe latent states may be excluded on theoretical grounds. That

is, it may be hypothesized that there are some patterns of presence and absence

of skills which will not describe any students at all. In this study, such

constraints are expressed as hypothesized hierarchical relationships among

skills. Where one skill is logically, psychologically, or chronologically

1'
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posterior to another, the former is said to be hierarchically related to the

latter. Suppose, in the two-skill example, that Skill B is logically dependent

on the presence of Skill A, Then Skill B would be said to be hierarchically

related to Skill A, and no student would be expected to belong in the latent

state "lacks A has B." Under this assumption, only three rather than four

states would be required to classify all students. In the absence of any hier-

arthical constraints, four skills would give rise to sixteen latent states.

However, a strict skill hierarchy would prohibit all but five Of these skill

combinations.

The distribution of skills in a population of students can be described completely

by the proportions of students in each latent state. Since every student is

in exactly one latent state, ,these proPortiNs must sum to exactly one.

A.2. Misclassifications

An item's skill requirement is whatever set of skills is required to sa4ve that

item. If a set of items with appropriate skill requirements is chosen, student's

overt responses to the set of items may be used to classify them into one of

a set of manifest states exactly corresponding to the latent states described

above. To continue the earlier example, suppose the skill requirement for item

1 consists only of Skill A. Then students can be divided into two manifest states

on the basis of their responses to item 1: "lacks A" and has A." Suppose

item 2 has as its requirement Skill B ,only. Then the four possible patterns

of responses to items 1 and 2 wodit-define four manifest states, corresponding

to the four latent'states earlier.
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Obviously, a student's manifest state and his latent state need not corres-

pond. This is due in part to the use of the multiple-choice question format;

which affords students the options of guessing or of finding the correct

answer by a process,of elimination. Even i f a free-response format were

used, however, item responses would give imperfect information as to-students'

possession of underlying skills. -This is because (1) every item entails

unique processing requirements not captured by its skill desdiipti on ; (2)

the treati7ent cf ski lls as unitary entities is an imperfect approximation,

tnus a student's abi 1 i ty or inability to employ the specific-prt5cesses

requi red ,by a single item is an imperfect indicator of his aoi lity to apply

related processe; (3) even a student 'capable of err 'oying the processes

required by an item may fail to ao so cue to lapses in attention, careless-

ness, etc., and (4) errors iniecoraing the response will sometimes occur,

tnougn tney should be rare.

The rel a on between latent states and manifest states is 'probabilistic. In

theory, it is completely described by the set of: conditional probaoi li ti es of

ea manifest state being observed, given memPership in each latent state.
I

These conditional probabilities are pres nted in the form of a misclassifica-

ti on ma tri x. 1 The rows of this matrix correspond to, rani fest states , and the

columns to latent states The entry in the stn row and the jtn column is the

conditional probability of a response in the i th manifest state,' given confor-

mity to the jth latent state. For the two -item example described earlier,

1 For a systematic development of misclassification matrices, their properties,
and applications, see Sutcliffe (1965a, 1965b).
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the misclassification matrix would be as shown in 'fable Al., Each entry in

Table Al represents the conditional probability of a manifest state given a

latent state. For example, the entry in the first row, first column

(''F) (AB1AB)") is read "probability of manifest lacks A, 'tacks B classification,

given latent state lacks A, lacks B." Note that the diagonal entries'of the

misclassification matrix represent the probabilities of correct classification

given each latent state. All off-diagonal entries correspond to misclassifi-

cation (errors). The entries in each column of a misclassification matrix

sum to one.

From Table Al, it would appear that, for the two-item example, three independent

conditional probabilities could be specified for each of the four' columns of

the misclassification matrix. (Tne fourth entry in each column would be ob-

tained by subtraction, since each column sums toone.) In practice, speci-

fication of tne misclassification matrix is simplified substantially by the

...)s.umption off conditional independence. This 4ssumption is required by

rtually every statistical theory of test responses which distinguishes latent

from manifest states. It is assumed that within any group of students in the

same latent state, ,the (conditionall distributions of responses to different

items are all independent of one another (Lord & Novick, 1968, p. 316). That

is to say, the conditional probabil)ty of a correct response to any item,

given a student's latent state, is the same regardless of his responses to all

other items. It is a consequence of this assumption that within any column

of the misclassific;tion matrix, i.e., conditional upon any particular latent

state, the probability of any pattern of item responses is simply the product

of the conditional probabilities of the responses to the separate items.



TABLE AI- -Misclassification Matrix ;or the Two-Item Exarr,ple

Manifest State

Latent State

Lacks A, Lack's B (AB) Lacks A, Has B (AB) Has A, Lap's B (Ad) Has A, Has B (A3)

Lacks A, Lacks B (TT)

Lacks A, Has B (TO)

Has A, Lacks 6,(Ag)

Has A, Has B (AB)

P (VITU)

P (T.BITfl

P (ATITT)

P (ABIg)

P (T-Eiji#

P (TBOB)

P (ATITB)

P (ABITB)

P'(T,A'1)

P (TB:AM

P (A51A8)

P (A3)7iA3I

P (T 1,13)

P (-A-73A5)

P (A8-:AB)

P (A :1A3)
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Asecond (and more substantive) simplifying assumption is also invoked in

specifying misclassification matrices: Misclassification probabilities only

vary with the unions of latent states, conforming to or not conforming to

the skill combination required by any given item. That is to say, for any

item the 'misclassification probabilities for different latent states depend

only upon wnether or not all the skills that item requires are present. If

a set of latent states are defined using all the skills an item requires (and

pcSsibly others as well then the item's skill requirements can be used'to

partition those latent states into two categories. In the first would be

latent states for which all of the skills tne item required ,,..ere present.

In the second would be all latent states for whi one or more of the skills

the item required were absent. Within eacn category, misclassification

probabilities for all latent states would be tne same. Tne presence or

absence of skills not part of the given item's skill requirement is irrele-

vant, and if tne entire set of skills tne item requires is not present, it

does not ratter whicn or how many of tne relevant skills are lacked.

Table A2 shows how the assumption of conditional independence permits simpli-

fication of the mi'scl assi ficati on matrix for the two -item exampja., Note that

each conditional probability is decomposed into a product of two factors, one

for each item. New notation is introduced in Table 3, to make e4:plicit the

relation of manifest states to particular items. Again taking the entry in

row 1 column 1 as an example, P (7:1;7117) P (E21AB) represents tne provability

of a manifest "lacks - A" classification on item 1 marking an incorrect

alternative or omitting item 1) given latent state .!'lacks A, lacks B,"..times

the probability-Df a manifest "lacks B" classification on item 2 (defined as



TABLEA1,-Simolification of Misclassifications Introduced by the Assumption of Corditionai Inde:;erderce

Manifest State

I tem 1 - Lacks A,
Item 2 - Lacks B (TI02)

Item 1 - Lacks A, -

co Item 2 - Has B (TI82)

Item 1 - Has A,

Item 2 - Lacks B (A1B-2)

Item 1 - Has A,

Item 2 - Has B (A182)

LATENT STATE

Lacks A, Lacks B (T:1)

P(A11F-1) P(21 7\B)

P(TIP'T) P (B 2 ! T4)

P(Ail T3') P(121 T3)

P(Ali AB) P(B21173)

1

Lacks A, Has B (AB)

p ( ) P (B2 )

P(TI, TB) P(B21 TB)

P(Ail TB) P( -21 TB)

P(A11A-B) P(821TAB)

Has A, Lacks B (A3) Has A, has 3 (;,3)

f

P(Tii Ag) = P(32' AB I PC71, A3) P(Bz; "3)

P(A.11 /1) P(B2; P(T1 A3) 3;:3)

P(AI! AB) P02 AT', Ploy AS) P(2: ;-3)

P(All A) P(B2i AT) P(Ali AS) P(32; '13)

5 4
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before) giver., latent state "Jackss-f97 lacks B." Within each column, the

414, coriditional probatii 1 i ties for the item 1 manifest states (-Ti, and A1) must sum

to 'one, as must the conditional pro abilities of 1r and B 2' Thas in the. 2

matrtx shown in Table 3, only two parameters ra.ther than three must be
4

specified for ,effch. column.

r.

The effect of invoking the second simplifying assumption, that

ion probabilities s orIV vary according to the presence absence of an i task's
. .

full complim eEit of required skills, is *shown in Table A3. Note that in it

1 tne same probabi 1i ties appear in the firs.t and second (lacks A) col and

in the tnird and *fourth' (has Al column's. The pre sence or absence skill B

9

is irleva-rit. Likewise, ,item faCtors are the same for the fir nd third

columns , and\for tne- second and fourth. In the first row, for ex ple, the
lm

'secon'd simplifying assumption'ijrPlies that P(Ti I -7) = TB) = P(Til A),

P(T,1 AB) = P(AijAB) P(Til A)., P(A14' A7:s1 = P(Ai; TB) =. P(Al ;7), and P(A1 1AF) =

P(A1 1AB ) = P(Ai 1A). Th.e conditional probabi li ti,e,sfor responses to hem 2

,(B2 lid areare similarly simplified. Only foureir ties need be specified to

determwe the entire matrix illustrated in Tab% A3. One possible set would
'S

be P(Ai; 7,7), P(AilA)., P(B21-g.), and P(32 1B).

At this point, an algebraic simplification may be introduced. The fouj--by=

fourinaltii?howti in Table A3. turns out to be the Kronecker product of two_

1 Note teat where the skill. requirements of ,two .or more items overlap, a single
respohse pattern may include conflicting manifest cl3Asifi cations. For exam
ple, if a tnIrd i tern req*ring kill B were analyzed along with items 1

, and 2, one possible manifest res e w,ould be Al B2 B3,' i.e. , state "lacks A"
oh item 1, state "lacks B" on it 2, stag has B" on item J. Given latent
state A6, the probability of this mani fest ;state would be P(Ti LAT) P(E21A7)
P(E3) , by the assumption of conditional independence.

or`
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TABLE)Cir-Simp ification of I'li'sclassifications Introduced by the Assumption of Invariance Acrcss Irrelevant Sills

!lanifest State

LATENT STATE

Lacks A, Lacks B (rg) Lacks A, Has B (AB) Has A, Lacks 3 (A3) Has A, ?-as B (-AB)

Item 1 - Lacks A,
. . 0

lien 2 - Lacks 3 P(T11T) P(621i), p (T1 1) P (g2 Ip) p (T1 IA) p(;2 1,;) p(TI'',A) P(T2:3)

Item 1 Lacks' A-,

Item 2 - Has
4
(1B2) P(MT) P(8211) p(Alg) P(3213) P(11;A) P(3217E5 P(T,1A) p(52;3)

Item V= Has A,
I tel 2 Lacks B (P,12 P(a21) P(A1IA) P(;2,18) P(AI;A) P(E72) P(AliA) P;T:13)

Item 1 - Has A,

Item 2 - Has B (Ai82) P(A117fl P(821a) P(AllA) P(B218), P(AzIA) N3213) P(AliA) P(32,5)

4

f
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two-by-two matrices, each containing parameters for one item.
1

Tr'iese

component matrices,are shown.in Table -A4. Each is itself a misclassification

matrix, with columns representing latent states and rows manifest states,

the conditional probabilities in each column summing to one, and the diagonal

-representing correct classifications. Note that, since tne two conditional

probabilities in each column sum to one, specifying either value in a column

determines the other. Thus the entire 'matrix in fable "A3 can be specified

given just one value from each colurm of the matrices in Table. A4.

In tne general case, the misclassification matrix for any set of two or more

iterrs is constructed by forming the Kronecker product of misclassification

matrices fox the individual items. The dimensionality of tnese matrices

depends upon the scoring used. Since in tnis study skill specification has

focused on the correct response alternative only; items ore scored dichoto-

mously (correct /incorrect) and misclassification matrices for individual

k- items kaye just Iwo rows and two columns.

A.3. The Complete Model*

The proportions of students in different latent states and the conditional

probabilities in the misclassification matriAes together determine the

1The Kronecker product (direct product) has Wide application it formal algebra,
and is used in statistics to represent a variety of factorial structures
(8.ock, 1975, pp. 273-283; Haberman, 1974, pp. 150-166). Either of these
works provides a tecnnical discussion. In the sent context, to form the
Kronecker aroduct of the two-by-two misclassi fi cation matrices for items 1

and 2 and obtain the four-by-four matrix snown in Table A3, the entire matrix
for item 2 is multiplied in turn by each element of the matrix for item 1,
and the four resulting two-by-two matri ces are adjoined ,in the same arrange-
ment as- the elements from the 1 tem 1 matri x.



TABLE Air-Exv-ples. of Misclassification Matrices for Two Ites

t-

Manifest State

Ite-, 1 (Recuires Skill A) 'ter, 2 (Requires Skll B)

Latent Stater Latent State

Lacs A(T) Has A(A) Manifest State r Lacks 3(T) I-as 3(B)

\

Item 1 - Lac.ks A (AI) P(T1 IT)

Item 1 - Has A (A)

P(,Ti IA) Item 2 - Lacks B (T2)

P(A1A) P(AlIA)

P(2

Ite 2 - Has 8 (82) P(B2I) P(90)

101
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overall probability of each possible pattern of responses. To illustratet

numerical values will be chosen arbitrarily for the parameters in the two-

item example, and the probabilities of each possible pattern of responses will

be derived. These arbitrary values are presented in Table A5. Note that the

hierarchical relationship between Skill A and Skill B has been assumed in

specifying the latent states. 'Note also that only six numerical values in

Table 6 were freel'y chosen- -all others were obtained by subtraction.

Four patterns of responses to items 1 and 2 are possible. Using ".+" for

correct and "0" for incorrect, these are "CO," "4," "1-0," and Consider

the .probability of a "00" response. For a student in latent state "lacks A,

lacks B" tne probability of a "001' response is .455C. For the "nas A, lacks

B" state, the conditional probability of a "00" response is .0325. For the

"has A, has B" state, it is .0075"7---51-nce the proportions of students in thes

tnree states are .40, .50 and .10 respectively, tne overall probability of

a "00" response is .40 x .4550 + .50 x .0325 + .10 x .0075, or .1990. Simi-

larly, the probabilities of the "0+," "+0" and "+-+" response patterns are

.1110, .4010, and4.2890, respectively.

In the sage ceneral fashion, overall probabilities of every possible pattern

of responses could be computed for any set of items, given the proportions in

ye
each -latent state and the matrix9of m s assi ficati on probabilities.
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TABLEAS.--I 1 lustratl ve Values for i'osclassiflcatlon Parameters in Two-Item Example

Latent StAte

Lacks A, Lacks B

Lacks A, Has B

Has A, Lacks B

HA, Has B

Proriortion

.40

O'a

.50
b

.10
b

., .

Item 1 MisclassIficatinn !Y.,trIx

Manifest State

Latent State
Lacks A Has 1

Lacks A .70 .05

Has °Ai .300 .95b

Item 2 MisclassIficatIon ratrix

Latent State

,...jManifest State Lacks B Has B

Lacks B .65 .15

Has B .35
b

.85
b

A

t

r

4
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TABLE AS",-.- Con ti nued

a

.

Co'lete MIY:las_,IfIcatiDn 3tr1x

Manifest State

L A T E N T S T I T E 1
Lacks A, Lacks t Lack s A, has 6 has A, Lacks 6 Has A, Has B

Lacks A, Lacks B --, .4550 .1050 .0325 .0075

Lacks A, Has 6

Has A, Lacks B

.2450

.1950

:5950

.0450
a

.0175

.6175

.0425

.1425

Has A, has B .105Q .2550 .3325 .8075

Corr:Ited Probabilities of Each Possi n1 r t*.lni fest Pesncrsc Pattern

Manifest State for Ite-, 1

Item 1 - Lacks A

Item 1 - Has A
i

Manifest State for lte- 2,
.. I'PlF7 tt:::: ; ter, Z has a

.1993 .1110

.4010 .2893

a FIxed by hierarchical constraint assu7ed for Skills A and B. ..,

bThis value %/as freely chosen. , All values not lettered were obtained uy subtraction.

.1
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Parameter Estimation, Hypothesis Testing, and
Precision Estimation for the Models

B.1, The Estimation Procedure

Once a model for some set & items has been formulated, numerical values can

be estimated for the proportions of students in each latent state and for the

conditional probabilities in the classification matrices. This is accom-

plished by the method of maximum likelihood. A detailed description of the

procedure used is given in Murray (1971); briefly, it is as follows:' As

illustrated above (Appendix A), any set of values for the model parameters

generates a set of probabilities that students will mark each of the possible

(coded) response patterns. 'Since students' responses are assumed to be (con-

ditionally) independent of one another, the probability that students in par-

ticular skill categories will respond in various patterns is simply the product

of their separate probabilities of so responding. Thus, using any set of

parameter estimates, we can compute the overall probability, or likelihood, of

a set of observations.

As an example, suppose that there were two items and four possible response

patterns: wrong-wrong, wrong - right, right. wrong, and right-rignt, wnere

right represents "has skill" arld wrong represents "lacks skill." Suppose -also

that some set of parameter estimates generated probabilities of .4, .1,..3,

and .2, respectively, for these patterns and that when ten students were

tested, the frequencies in each pattern were 5, 0, 4, and 1. Probabilities

A
of these students responding as they did are .4 for each of the 5 "wrong-

4
wrong" students, .3 for each of the 4 "right-wrong" students, and .2 for the
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" gnt-ri grit" student. The overall likelihood of the obtained data, given the

set (3f paramerer estimates generating these probabilities, is (.4)5 (3) .2 =

.000016589. As this likelihood is a function of the parameter estimates, any

set of estimates will .yield a unique value for the likelihood. The procedure

in maximum likelihood estimation is to find a set of parameter estir7ai tes which

maximizes the value of this function, or, what is usually done, minimizes theme

negative of the log of the function. Unger specifiaule conaitions, as the

nurser of respdndents increases, this strategy will yield--with increasing

probability -- values wnich are unique ana wnicn have statistically cesirable

features (Rao, 1965, pp. 289-302).

The maximum likelihood procedure yields several useful statistics in addition

to ,the parameter esti tes thernselves. These include tne likelihood ratio

cni -square and tne asymptotic covariance matrix of the estimates, from which

it is possible to compute their standard errors (Pac, 1965). In farce sampes ,

like those used in this study, tnese statistics crr oe used t-C, assess tne

overall fit of the model, and to construct confidence intervals for the value

of tne parameters. Th.e use of these statistics is further described below,

in tthe section on establishing criteria for gooaness of' fit.

Finding the maxlmun likelinpod'estimates for a given model is, In technical

terms, a linearly constrained non-linear function minimization problem. The

linear constraints are that all conditional probabilities and latent state

'proportions must be between zero and One, 'and that certain subsets of these

parameters must sup to gunity. The problem t5 non-linear becduse a given_

increment or decrement 113 the value of a particular parameter will produce
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quantitatively different changes in.response pattern probabilities, depending

upon the values of tha't parameter and others. An algorithm fof solving-
.

problems of this kind was published by Shanno (1970a, 1970b) and was imple-

mented in the computer program used by Murray (1971). The same program,

-
with 'minor 7iifications, was used in this study. Because the number of

possible response patterns increases very rapidly with tne items consIdered,

tne numcer of items that can be simultaneously analyzed is snarply limited.

Experience with the program has indicated tnat models witn up to four items

are completely tractable. Models witn five items are roughly six times more

costly to analyze, but co not exceed tne capacity of the program. Models

with six items and no more thah. tnree skills (eight latent states) can be

analyzed, but only at substantial cost, and models witn more tnan six items

cannotlege solved by the program in its present form.

B.2. Establishing Criteria for Goodness of Fiti

As described by Rao (1965), tne maximum likelinood estimation procedure yields,

if the model is valid, a likelihood ratio cni-sqOare, which is asymptotically

distributed as a chi-square on k-l-p degrees of freedom, where k is the:

number of possiPie response patterns and p is tne number of non-redundant

%rametersl estimated in fitting the model. The chi-squared fit statistic

1
Certain sets of parameters must sum to unity, e.g., theyconditional pro-
babilities of a true positive and of a false negative on the same item,
or the probabilities of being in each possible Patent state. Since given

all but one of the pai.ameters in such a set the last may be obtained by

subtraction, each such set is said to contain one redundant parameter.
/The choice of which parameter to regard as redundant is arbitrary. The

number of non-redundant parameters is the number wnich could be freely

cnosen.
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assesses the likelihood of obtaining the observed data, given that tkle sta-

tistical model is a correct and complete repr'esentation of the process giving

rise to the data. A large value indicates large departures, of the-observed

%

data from likely values'given the model. Thus, in this application a small

chi-square is desirable. The size of the chi - square will also depend upon

.the size 'of the sample used, since the likelihood of discrep4hcies of a given

size should be less if more persons are tested. That is to say, if the model

swcified were correct and complete, as more and more persons were tested the

observed proportio'ns of persons manifesting each possible response pattern

would come closer and closer to the proportions predicted by the Model.

The cni-squared test is sensitive to any lack of correspondence between the

predicted and observed proportions for all response patterns. For purposes

of this study, nowever, not all sources of such lack of fit are of equal

importance. Incomplete or inaccurate specification of either the latent

states or the classification matrices may result in statistically significant

lack of fit. Adequate specification of misclassifications was investigated

empirically in a preliminary study (Haertel, 1980 ), and guidelines were de-

veloped to minimize lack of fit due to misspecification of misclassifications.

Incomplete modeling of latent states, however, may be inevitable.

It,is to be expected that in our current state of knowledge, as it relates to

the modeling of latent states, some skills will be omitted. The substantive

model, which was implemented in our earlier work (Haertel, 1980 ), included

nine skills, and was clearly simpler than the actual processes of reading

comprehension' The mode)) used in this study includes only one skill per

A
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test level, an additional oversimplification of th total set of processes,

ik

but one which apparently reflects what the tests a e capable of measuring.

While the effects of an omitted skill required by only one of a set of

items may be absorbed into the misclassification specification for that item

any omitted skill's common to two or more items and possessed by some but

not all students will contribute to the lack of fit. Some such effects can

be avoided, e.-g.;,,by not using more than one. item from a passage. Others,

nowever, will remain. The experience of researchers with models of this kind

has been tKat with samples as large as those to be used in this study, non-

significant chi-squares are rarely obtained (e.g., see Murray, 1971; Proctor,

1970 4 In this study, lack of fit may arise riot Only as a consequence of

Omitted reading comprehensibn skills, but also due to failure of the skills

included to function as underlying dichotomies. In addition, substantively

trivial departures from the predicted response pattern proportions may arise)

due to response biases on.the part of some children (e.g., a tendency to griess

the fourth choi6i), sex or racial/ethnic differences in the interest level

of individual passages, or any other systematic influence upon the responses

of a segment of the student.populalpn, operating across items. As described

below in the section on desigriv*ffects§ data from stratified clusterCsample,

like those used in this study, can only approximate the characteristics of

simple random sample. While an adjustment for this effect is made, it is

necessarily imperfect, and departures from the theoretical assumption of

simple random sampling may also perturb the fit statistics in this study.

The sensitivity of the overall chi-square test tb omitted skills and the

difficulty of obtaining non-significant chi-squares with large samples

4
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requires that -additional criteria be established for jud ing the fit'of

.the models. One such criterion that OiscrepanCiesO en the fitted

and observed response pattern proportions, i.e., residuals, be small. Cri-

teria for the acceptable magnitude of residuals, established on the basis of

two early sets of analyses, were used in iarlier analyses (Haertel,1980 ).

In addition to simple differences between'observed and predicted proportions

(raw residuals), a-standardized residual proposed by Cochran (1954) is

employed in establijiing tnese criteria. This standardized residua'? is

A'

asymptotically distributed as a normal deviate with zero mean and unit variance..

While it will increase win sample size in much tne same way as the likeli-

hood ratio chi-square, it can provide information on wnetner lack of- fit is

due to large residuals for a few cells (response patterns) or to moderate .

residuaels in many cells. In the former case, patterns of residuals can pra-

vide valuable information on the sources of lack of fit, and can aid in re-

vising tne model to bring tne overall chi-square down.

B.3. Testing.Individual Parameters

In this study, tne major hypothess .addressed tne existence of specific skills'

and that specified hierarchical relationships held among them. These hypotheses

can be formulatecf -6s .specifying that certain parameters are or -are not equal

to zero. A rigorous procedure is available for testing hypotheses of his

form.

If two skills are hierarchically related, no student should Possess the second

wno does not possess the first. ,Thos, the proportions of students in any

latent states including the second"skillsbut not the first should be zero.
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Th ,hypothesis that two skills are00eraOrchically related is equivalent,

therefore; to a hypothesis that parameters representing proirrtions of

students in latent-states oorrespriiiing to certain combinatio ,Of skill

states are equal to zero. ff, one of the skills used in defining the latent

states goes not describe a difference among items an ghudents, the n

pairs of.latentstatesdiffering only with respect to at skill may be

collapsed. This is(mathematically) equivalent to setting the proportions
1,

.

of students in all latent states for which that 'skill is present (or ,bsent)

Jri
to zero. Thus, the hypothesis that a 'given skll exists can be considered

4eguivalek to the hypothesis that the value is not zero for parameters rep-

resenting proportidns of itudehts in at lea't one latent state including (or

not including) that'skill.

To test whether one or more parameters are zero, ,two models are fitteir.

the first'model, the parameters to be tested are permitted to take on

fi

values. The second-Model is exactly like the first, except that the parameters

to be tested are forced equal.to zero. Since the second model is simply
4r

tne first with certain constraints, it must necessarily yield a hi-square

greater than or equal to that obtained with the first model. rt will

have more degrees of freedom--one more degree of freedom for each parameter

constrained to equal-zero. The arithmetic differente of the likelihood ratio

chi-squares for these two models is known as a difference chi-square. It is

asympototically distributed as achi-square on as many degrees of freedom

lhas there were additional constraints imposed in the second model. Even if.

. the overall chi - squares for the twoesmodels are both significant, the dif-

ference chi-square need not be. It tests the specilific hypothesis that the

41,

414
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specified parameters are all equal to zero, undir the assumption that the

other aspects of the model are correct.

6.4. The Problem of Design Effects

The theory on which maximum likelihood estimation and the associated statis-

tics is based assumes 4esimple random sample from the vrpulation of interest.
f

Data to be used in this study, however, represent stratified cluster samples.

In obtainingiiach of these data sets, a universe of schools was first de-

fined, and all schools inthe universe were divided into strata according

to size, location and other demographic characteristics. Once strata were

defined, some schools were randomly sampled within each stratum, and the

students tested were all clUstered within these selected schools. In com-

parison to a simple random sample of students, stratification could yield

increased precision. The effett of clustering, nowever, is to reduce pre-
,

, cis.ion! This is because obsevations on students in the same school are

correlated. Thus; additional observations taken in the same school contain

t-less new information than observations on students selected at randoh froM

the population. In the data used irthis study, the net'effect of stratifi-

canon of schools and clustering ofstudents within schools was to decreie yr

precision. As a result., proportions of students manifesting different

response patterns are not expected to approximate population proportiOns

closely as they would in a simple random sample of the same size. While

this has no systematic effect on the parameter estimates, it results in an

inflation of the likelihood ratio'chi-square, And a reduction in the esti-

mated standard errors of the parameters.

7!, e. .106.g2
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A simple method is used to adjust for this effect. In practice the varia-

bility of estimates based on a stratified cluster sample of a given size is

almost proportional to that of estimates based on a simplre random sample of

tne same size, and very close to that of estimates from a simple random (I/
samplof somewhat smaller size. The size of a simple random sample yielding

the same precision as -the actual stratified cluster sample is called the

t

effective sample size,- By substituting the effective sample size for the

actual sample size in these analyses, the correct values of chi-squaresdand

' standard errors can be approximated. Estimation of the effective sample

size for tne data to be used in this study is in the main text (4.).

I
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APPENDIX C

dili

In mediate Estimates for Scaling of
lative Skill Level Proportions
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04.

Display C.1. togits of Estimated Latent State 'Probabilities

Logits of Cumulative Latent State Probabilities

Item Set Grade < B <C <1 <2

X 1 , 1.681 ,.

2 -0.995 0.032 %

3 -0.695 -0.237

4 -0.225 0.016

5
0

-0.900 . -0.731

6 -0.871

Y _1 * 1.319

2 -0.781 -0.076

3 -0.974 -0.044

4 -0.008 0.221

5 -0.641 -0.443

6 -1.030

Display C.2. Estimated Variances and Covariances of Loglts of Latent State

Probability Estimates* ,

\,_
Estimated DTsQersions (103)

4 lItem Set grade first variance covariance second variance

X 1202.55

2 13.09 4.66 14.06

3 4.91 4.90 7.72

4 12.D7 . 8.68 1446
14.86 9.57 15.84,

45*-' 60.74

1 119.66

2 4.49 1.81 3.57

3 5.20 3.26 12.21

4 5.28 2.98 4'4.47

5 5.95 3.24 4.64 ,

6 19.30

The estimated covariance of the logits (f) of two probability estimates is

c8v(f(rS1),4'(13?).(A 1-, 1 ) cov(P1,2), ti

yPi(1-) p2(1

r
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DiSplay C.3. .Logistic Scale Values for Grades and States

1

scale Value

Baseline

Grade

Parameter

Item Set

X

1.681 1.319

1 eel It 0.000 0.000

(7 -2.676

.3 -3.403

...4.4 -3.391
1 45 -4.102

346 -4.242

0.000

2 1.027

1.690

2

3

4

5

E ,

State

<C
<l

-2.100

-2.998
-2.962

-3.611
II-4.198

0.000
0.705
1.635
1.849

1


